Pakistani Dresses Announces up to 50 Percent off
Select Designer Garments
Sahil Fashion &amp; Alteration has been in the clothing industry for the past 15 years and served thousands of
customers all over the world.

Sahil Fashion & Alteration, announced the launch of their new online store Pakistani Dresses. To celebrate, the boutique shop is offering shoppers up
to 50 percent off select wedding dresses now until the end of December 2018. Pakistani Dresses specializes in Pakistani wedding dresses, Pakistani
bridal dresses and Afghani dresses in styles, colors and fabrics to suit the tastes of a discerning clientele. Shoppers will find glamorous garments
made by some of the most popular and highly sought designers in the world.
The company offers a wide range of Pakistani wedding dresses that combine the traditional with modern touches to celebrate the love of the wedding
couple. Brides don’t have to travel to obtain the Pakistani bridal dresses of their dreams. Vibrant colors, intricate embroidery, and attention to detailing
have made the offerings at Pakistani dresses highly sought by women around the globe.
Of special interest are collections of Pakistani wedding dresses that are highlighted by non-traditional colors, sparkling embroidery, and embellished
with Swarovski crystals. From silk and silver lamè to velvet, cotton and linen, each garment is designed to impress. Selections are available for all
occasions whether it’s a lavish wedding, a party frock or casual wear.
Every woman yearns for the flowing fabrics and stylish elegance embodied in Pakistani bridal dresses. The luxury designers understand the
importance of a woman’s special day, creating wedding garments that will impress the groom and have celebrants talking long after the vows have
been spoken.
Afghani dresses are also available in rich fabrics, radiant shades and with stylish embroidery, some of which are highlighted with metallic work for
shimmer and shine. The dresses are imminently chic and incorporate traditional styling with new features that have become one of the most popular
fashion trends of today. Dresses are available for women and girls.
The launch of Pakistani Dresses provides women with a multitude of choices from designers encompassing Maria B, Rang Rasiya, Zara Shahjahan
and Zainab Chottani to Sobia Nazir, Sana Safinaz, Asim Jofa, Kashees, and Serene Premium. The celebratory savings of up to 50 percent off select
garments provides shoppers with the opportunity to obtain some of the mostly highly sought fashions in the world today.
About Pakistani Dresses
Pakistani Dresses was officially launched by Sahil Fashion & Alteration, a registered clothing business of Australia. Sahil Fashion & Alteration has
been in the clothing industry for the past 15 years and served thousands of customers around the world. Connect with Pakistani Dresses on
Facebook.
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